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Aggregating efforts
We are a LED technology-based linear lighting products and services provider whose growth is underpinned by quality, service, 

innovation and commitment. These values with a high human factor are perfectly combined with the top-level technology required 

for conducting our activity.

Two years ago we decided to launch a programme to improve our performance and turn Tecsoled into an innovative and more agile 

company with a solid base and forward-looking projects.

Having reached the end of this intense phase, we are pleased to look at our recent past and realise that we have been able to 

implement a simple and standardised operational system, treble our logistic capacity and double our productive capacity, create 

a commercial network serving the whole of Spain and extending internationally, invest 20% more in research and innovation and 

promote a culture of consistent growth and high performance.

This improvement programme was based on four cornerstones that are now fundamental to our company’s structure and present 

throughout our entire journey as we accompany our customers.

to multiply possibilities

“

Each project writes a new story, where we let imagination 

run free and inspire others to think outside the box. The 

technical and advice bases with which we began have 

evolved at an unimaginable pace. Direct contact between 

our customers and a team that bases its performance on 

professionalism and empathy generates a relationship 

of mutual trust that makes us part of each stage in this 

story.  We don’t just advise and we don’t just give quotes. 

Instead, each job is imbued with our essence, from our 

own development of new and innovative products to 

adaptation and interaction of control systems and the 

designing of tailored projects.

The 
home 
of great 
ideas

“

Our high quality standards have been the hallmark of our products 

since our company’s inception. There has been continuous 

investment in this area, covering all stages in the life cycle of every 

item we offer. The development of our products is based on very 

high standards in terms of components and design: there is constant 

monitoring and support by our staff during manufacturing and the 

traceability control of our products allows exhaustive supervision in 

all their stages.

Our improvement programme has enabled us to double the capacity 

of our light laboratory, increasing its staffing and the amount of 

specialised machinery, thanks to a great deal of investment that will 

allow double control and faster development, directly impacting our 

customers’ projects.

Our quality 
standards“

We are able to make each new project our own 

by investing all our experience, commitment and 

passion. Our modern machinery and the ever-

changing technology that we work with would be 

nothing without the human input that our team 

brings to each product.  The aim is to see solutions 

rather than problems, offering customers the 

perfect finish with maximum simplicity.  Achieving 

this ensures that there is total satisfaction on 

either side. We are artisans, we get involved, we 

need the details and we open up our imagination. 

We are committed perfectionists and we never 

lose sight of the essence of our swift and smooth 

service. We are the perfect synergy between the 

most standardised assembly line and the most 

experienced craftsman. We are passion. 

Passion 
in every 
detail
“

There is a very important tangible part to our 

company: a high level of investment that keeps 

growing every year to make it possible to be as fast as 

we are. What is the point of great service if you can’t 

deliver it in time? We can. We do.

Our logistical warehouse trebled its size in the 

last year to house the large amount and variety 

of products that we have in stock. It was also 

remodelled to adapt to their nature and achieve an 

optimal system underpinned by a significant coding, 

computerisation and space optimisation project. This 

has a direct impact on agility and economies of scale, 

whose effects are tangible for the customer.

Stock that 
matches 
up to great 
projects

“
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Silicone Neon Strip brings design 

to the most challenging spaces. 

Manufactured using silicone ex-

trusion modelling integrated te-

chnology, it has a high degree of 

protection.

The control systems offered in this catalogue allow for the creation of 

innovative tailored lighting solutions where maximum energy efficiency 

and functionality combine for all necessary applications. Our commitment 

to the development of wireless networks has kept us at the vanguard 

of lighting control for over 5 years, and the latest advances bring global 

communication closer and closer thanks to the internet of things (IoT).

• Design and versatility.

• Soft, even lighting without points.

• Easy dissipation, cutting and installation.
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THE LINEAR 
SOLUTION FOR 
SWIMMING 
POOLS
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LITE lamps are the pure essence of the evolution of our 

products. Profile adaptation has become the decorative 

basis of many projects that look for a complementary 

product to the increasing power and luminosity of our 

flexible strips. The simple nature of the LITE family allows 

us to customise to the maximum its physical and aesthe-

tic features to make up a broad range to blend into each 

space as a unique design.

With PRO, we break the rules of product evolution to take 

a qualitative leap. PRO luminaries are the result of work 

undertaken by a team of designers with very clear con-

cepts on potential improvements conceived for an entire 

family and not just individual products. The integration of 

sources of light and power as a rule, the easy assembly 

and installation, the meticulous aesthetic finish, the as-

sembly possibilities and the quality of each component 

are the fundamentals of this work.

CURVE is the decorative linear lighting answer to the 

current and future needs of creative teams at the most 

ambitious designer studios. The CURVE family is free of 

the conventionalism of traditional linear lighting, allowing 

the creativity of the designer teams to take shape. With 

CURVE, all elements provide a new variant in each design, 

making it unique and infinite.

The designing of our WORK luminaries is our largest de-

velopment project to date. They are conceived for general 

or work luminaries. No detail has been spared to make 

use of the maximum potential of these products. A high 

luminous flux, optimal glare values (UGR<19), high colour 

rendering index (CRI>90) and a perfect aesthetic finish 

complete an interior conceived to make the installer’s job 

as efficient as possible in any design.

CUR
VE 

WO
RK

Basic and simple lines.

Affordable models that can adapt to different projects.

Wide range of models and applications.

Can be combined with any strip in our catalogue.

Assembly system that facilitates installation and maintenance.

High-quality surface treatment.

Magnetic side covers that can be connected in seconds.

Integrated cabling and power supplies.

Especially designed flexible strip.

Sale in standardised sizes or maximum customisation with cuts down 

to every 50 mm.

Full FINISHED circular lamps or independent CREATE modules.

Varying shapes can be obtained thanks to the freedom with which lines 

and arcs can be connected.

The silicone flexible diffuser (20 m) allows easy installation without cuts, 

preventing light leaks.

Rigid modules are especially designed for each type of section.

Maximum luminous efficiency with top-brand components.

High-quality surface treatment.

Magnetic side covers that can be connected in seconds.

Optimised internal structure and hidden cabling between luminaries.

CRI>90, UGR<19.

No-glare, opal and grating diffusers.

FLEX
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Flexible strips are our company’s most characteristic product.

They have been part of our catalogue for 10 years, increasing in numbers 

and variants to hundreds of different models available at our warehouse. 

They make up a total of 500,000 metres, which our production department 

daily tailors to the needs of each customer.

Especially designed for decorative use and installation on furniture, and inten-

ded for illuminating specific spaces such as closets, cabinets and display cases 

or adding personality to open-plan spaces such as communal areas. They pro-

tect, disipate and extend the livetime of strips.

The progressive evolution of our products has led us to consider this section as 

the one with the largest potential in our catalogue.

Luminaries represent the perfect teaming up of decorative lighting and general 

lighting, provide an effective solution for the integration of supply and control 

devices and can reach light levels to suit specific needs or adapt as much as 

possible to any space.

PRODUCT

PRODUCTO

Request our

Catalogue

Tecsoled, S.L. has worked on a multitude of projects these years:
from private housing or retail to large hotel chains.

These are some samples of the most recent projects.

TARIDA BEACH
SENSATORI RESORT

GRAND PALLADIUM
COSTA MUJERES

EXPOSITION AND
CONGRESS CENTRE

IBEROSTAR
PASEO DE GRACIA

IBIZA (SPAIN)

CANCÚN (MEXICO)

BOGOTÁ (COLOMBIA)

BARCELONA (SPAIN)

IBIZA CORSO HOTEL & SPA

IBEROSTAR SÁBILA

RETAIL STORES

IBIZA (SPAIN)

TENERIFE (SPAIN)

WORLD

PROJECTS

PROYECTOS

CONTACT

CONTACTO

info@tecsoled.com +34 881 924 421

COMPANY

CONTACTO

Made
in Spain

SUBMERSIBLE CHEMICALS SALT WATER UV RAYS
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